Above: The artwork for this poster of Marlena and Silver Star was drawn by Karen TenEyck in pencil and watercolor, and then
scanned and manipulated (Marlena and Silver Star were separate illustrations to provide more flexibility during layout). The
fonts, like many in this film, were custom-designed based on research in THE CIRCUS BOOK: 1870–1950. Opposite page, top: The
entrance to the Benzini Bros. Circus on location in Piru. Inset: A paint elevation for the entrance, executed in Adobe Illustrator
CS5® and Photoshop CS5® and hand-painted by Scenic Artists on canvas. Bottom: Jacob (Robert Pattinson), Marlena (Reese
Witherspoon) and Rosie the elephant (whose real name is Tai) walk past the sideshow bannerline on location in Piru.
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THE
THE

MOST SPECTACULAR
SHOW ON EARTH

by Karen TenEyck, Graphic Designer

“Oh, I almost forgot!
You’ve got to call David
Crank tomorrow. He’s the Art Director
of Water for Elephants. Jack Fisk is
designing. Great Depression. Circus.
Call him, call him!” “Okay, okay, okay,”
I responded. And it was with that almostmissed information given by my good
friend, Production Designer Tony Fanning,
I went in to meet with Dave and Jack,
got the position and started one of the
most fabulous jobs of my life.

Photographs by David James © Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation
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Above: An elevation for
Benzini Bros. sideshow
entrance along with
several details from
the bannerline. All
were executed in
Adobe Illustrator CS5
and Photoshop CS5
with custom-designed
fonts (plus Norton, a
font actually designed
in 2006 based on the
five-letter logotype of
Norton Motorcycles).
The figure illustrations
were done by Linda
Newman Boughton, and
all the elements were
computer printed on
canvas and aged.
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Water for Elephants,
based on the book
by Sara Gruen, tells
the story of a young
veterinary student who,
after a family tragedy, hops aboard a moving
train which happens to carry the Benzini Circus.
The story focuses on his relationship with the
owner of the circus and his wife.

wagons, tents, performers, posters, lions and
tigers and bears. It seemed we couldn’t get
enough. We were also helped by the Circus
World Museum in Baraboo, Wisconsin, which
could not have been more helpful. When they
visited the office during prep, they gave us huge
notebooks of information from their archives.
Clearly, they were just as excited about the
movie as we were.

Although I’ve done quite a few period films, I
still had to do a lot of research on the history
of circus ephemera. This was such fun subject
matter; everyone in the office was bringing in
more and more books every day. Circus trains,

Jack Fisk, who claims never to have used a
Graphic Designer before, gave me free rein to
explore the circus world and come up with what
I thought would be appropriate. We edited and
adapted ideas for various needs from there.

Left: A set photograph
taken during the
installation of the
sideshow bannerline
prior to shooting. The
research for these
pieces came from the
Circus World Museum
archives and Hamer and
Bosker’s FREAK SHOW,
SIDESHOW BANNER
ART.

Even though the film takes place in 1931, I
researched as far back as the Victorian era
because, in any given period, not everything is
new. Working with Jack and set decorator Jim
Erickson, I put together a palette from Coloraid
paper of about thirty colors and hung it up. If that
color was not on the wall, it didn’t go into the
graphics. This helped us maintain continuity across
departments. Even though our circus was to be
a colorful, romantic environment, it is the Great
Depression and we didn’t want to go too far with
too many colors. Decidedly not Paper Moon but
not The Wizard of Oz either.
A knowledge of printing and graphic design
techniques before the age of the computer is
always important when doing a period film. In

1931, not everything was printed with four-color
offset lithography. Thinking about silkscreen,
advertising donuts (four-color posters with space
for one-color information that could be printed
later) and two-color jobs helped define the period.
For cruder printing techniques, like woodcuts, I
found that a slight misalignment of the printing inks
helped sell it, too.
Another challenge for period films is that fonts
made for the computer do not do justice to the
hand-crafted look of the time, even if they are
based on old styles. They are simply too perfect.
Yet with the current trend of less and less prep
time, I needed to find ways to shortcut the process
and get the same effects. One of the ways I have
been able to do this is by creating my own fonts

Above, left to right: A two-color advertising poster printed on newsprint and aged by the Scenic Artists. It was created in Adobe Illustrator
CS5 and Photoshop CS5 using Alternate Gothic No. 1 & 3 along with custom-designed fonts. The two Fox Bros. posters were illustrated by
Karen TenEyck using colored pencil and watercolor, scanned into Adobe Illustrator CS5 and Photoshop CS5, and also computer printed on
newsprint before being aged by the Scenic Artists.
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based on the fifty-plus period lettering and advertising
books I own. I am able to give these fonts the imperfect
look of hand-drawn letters done with a lettering brush.
Because they are turned into fonts that I can type with,
it speeds up the process considerably down the line as
decisions are made closer to filming.
In Water for Elephants, there are two hero circuses: Benzini
Bros., and the defunct Fox Bros. Circus, where Rosie the
elephant is purchased. Each required distinct branding
and its own advertising. Jack and I decided Benzini would be basically
red and Fox would be blue. I then designed several Benzini logos and
we used most of them. Since the circus was cobbled together, at different
times and from different circuses that went out of business, I didn’t feel
that everything Benzini owned would have the exact same logo stamped
on it. Different pieces also had different amounts of aging. I took the same
approach with Fox Bros., although all their equipment was considerably more
distressed.

Top: A Benzini Bros.
two-color ticket
prop was created in
Adobe Illustrator and
Photoshop using clip art
from Dover and digital
fonts that TenEyck
created herself from
printed research books.
The design, printed
on tan card stock, was
based on a period ticket
purchased in an eBay
auction. Right: Benzini
Bros. popcorn and Fairy
Floss boxes were based
on eBay auction items
and props supplied by
property master Hope
Parrish. They were
printed in two colors
on card stock, and again
feature custom fonts.
The Fairy Floss box
used Dover clip art
fairies and Funk
Regular, an extreme art
nouveau font designed
in 1996 by Danish
typographer Jesper Birk.

In terms of circus advertising, one of the most important questions I had to
address was, if this is the Great Depression where money is tight and they are
about to go out of business at any moment, how could Benzini commission
new artwork? I found that many of the circuses of the time used stock art
illustrations from as far back as the Victorian era, much as we use stock photos
today. These were often elaborate, full of color and very lush. To make similar
original illustrations would have been a full-time job in itself, so I just focused
on a few main characters and tried to do them in that style. Because I felt so
extremely fortunate to be working on this film, I decided to up my game and do
the illustrations for the circus posters myself. After not drawing with a pencil in
twenty years, it was a bit nerve-racking, but I somehow managed to pull it off.
One of the biggest challenges of the film was the sideshow bannerline, which
is a series of large banners advertising all the “human oddities, strange people
and novel entertainers” that await in the tent beyond. Since most of the
photos of the period are not in color or reproducible, we needed to
ph
ccreate the banners from scratch. Although I designed the entrance
and the format borders for the ten different acts, it was clear to me
a
that I would not have enough time to do all the illustrations. Luckily,
th
we found an ADG Scenic Artist, Linda Newman Boughton, who
w
in short order was able to look at the research we provided and
create completely new period-looking illustrations. These illustrations
cr
were painted on board in gauche. We then scanned them into the
w
computer at a high resolution where they could be manipulated,
co
aged and placed in the borders. We also changed the colors and
ag
duplicated them on the other side of the sideshow entrance so we
du
had twenty in all.
ha
To put them into production, I cut up the files vertically adding a
slight overlap so the finished banner sections could be sewn together
slig
as they would have been done in 1931. Paramount Sign Shop printed
them on a ten-oz artist canvas material which is adhered to a paper backing.
They were printed with a Hewlett Packard sixty-inch large format UV Inkjet
printer. Once the ink hits the material and dries, it is set in the fabric and
doesn’t bleed objectionably. After assembly, the film paint department aged the
backs to match. All the aging of the fronts was done on the computer to save
time and preserve the inkjet print.
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Another printing challenge was the advertising
posters which Jack wanted to print on newsprint.
Since newsprint bleeds terribly and fades out, it
took quite a long time to find the proper paper
stock. Letti Moreno of Studio Graphics came up
with the solution. For some reason, her newsprint
didn’t bleed and the colors, while muted, didn’t
die. I asked her what the secret was and she said,
funny you should ask about that newsprint. We
simply buy that newsprint from a real newspaper
company. They sell us their scrap rolls. They print
by the thousands. So the little bit that is left over,
which is a lot for us, they get rid of. So it was, in
fact, real newsprint.
A fun group of design projects was a collection of
food packages for the circus concessions across
from the bannerline, both human and animal.
Working with property manager Hope Parrish,
I got to design Fairy Floss (now known as cotton
candy), peanuts, popcorn and the souvenir

All of the lettering on the rolling stock was hand-painted or stenciled on the vehicles, from TenEyck’s layouts, by lead sign
writer Fred Seibly. Two books by Fred Dahlinger were invaluable for research: TRAINS OF THE CIRCUS, 1872–1956, and
SHOW TRAINS OF THE 20TH CENTURY.
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Benzini pennants. Using old clip art from royaltyfree Dover resources, I was able to cobble together
the various designs based on research that came
mostly from eBay auction listings. These items
were produced in a variety of ways. For the peanut
bags, we used a large one-color rubber stamp.
For the popcorn boxes, we did a two-color job in
yellow and red inks. The Benzini pennants were
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silk-screened on felt. The Fairy Floss was faked as
a two-color job with an inkjet printer. Even though
we were using modern technology to produce these
period containers, it was extremely important to
think about how they would have been done in
1931.
A large part of my time was spent adapting
period trains and circus wagons for the movie. I
designed the graphics for our train which included
roustabout, ring stock, performer, owner and flat
cars using some wonderful period train books that
Jack had. These were all hand-painted by sign
writer Fred Seibly and his crew. This was also the
case with the circus wagons that we rented from
Circus World in Milwaukee. Since we didn’t want
to destroy the paint on these original wagons
and time was extremely tight, we mostly used the
colors that were already on them, covering up
undesirable modern type and adding our Benzini
logos.
In addition to designing the world of the Benzini
Circus, we had to convert the 20th Century Fox
backlot into Weehawken, NJ, for the circus parade
where elephant Rosie walks down the street with
Marlena atop to advertise the show coming to

town. Working with
Jim Erickson, we
assigned shops and
restaurants to all
the storefronts and I
designed the signage
and showcards. Using
many of my original
1920s and 1930s
advertising books,
I found appropriate
designs and adapted
them in color. I always
find that if you start making
them completely
i th
l t l
up, they never quite look period, so these books
provide a wealth of visual inspiration and accuracy.
When seeing the movie, I’m always surprised at
what shows up larger than life on the big screen.
Something that got a lot of screen time was a
small props project, a bottle of maple syrup in the
circus canteen. You can never take for granted that
something won’t be seen up close, putting in fake
copy or no copy at all. In this case, I’m especially
glad that I spend the time to make it completely
believable.
Working with the team, the animal actors and
circus performers was a joy. How many people can
say, “Hey, what’s that racket going on outside?”
get up from your desk, go outside and see fire
breathers, jugglers and clowns lined up on the
parking lot to audition. It was truly a dream come
true. ADG

Opposite page, top:
Marlena rides atop
Rosie down the main
street of Weehawken,
NJ, in the Benzini Bros.
parade, shot on the
Fox backlot in Century
City. Bottom: TenEyck
created sign plots for
all of the shops on the
street like this one for
a diner. The individual
window showcards
were created in
Illustrator CS5 and
Photoshop CS5 using
TenEyck’s collection
of custom fonts taken
from old sign-writing
books and then
computer printed on
card stock. Details
were important, and
some of the cards
feature blue penciled
ghost layout lines as if
the type were lettered
with brushes. This
page, left: This maple
syrup bottle, not a
significant prop, still
received a lot of screen
time.
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